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Scintillation testing is a method that activates the self-healing mechanism in tantalum 
capacitors. In preliminary experiments, the deliberate activation of self-healing yielded 
up to 27% higher breakdown voltages in weak parts that had an increased risk of ignition 
failure. This improvement results in a better performance under surge current conditions. 
This paper demonstrates that scintillation conditioning reduces surge current failures in 
tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes. Tantalum capacitors with MnO2 
cathodes from two manufacturers are subjected to scintillation conditioning and 
compared to non-conditioned populations in a surge current test. To ensure that the 
activation of the self-healing mechanism has no detrimental effect on the reliability of the 
parts, a life test is conducted. The results show that the conditioning method increases the 
breakdown voltage of self-healed tantalum capacitors by up to 25% under surge current 
conditions, which mitigates the risk of ignition failures. No detrimental effect on the life 
of the conditioned samples was observed. 
Additional tests to assess the reliability of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide 
cathodes under simultaneous thermo-mechanical and voltage stresses were performed. 
Even though these tests are not directly related to scintillation conditioning the study was 
included as an additional chapter, since it pertains to the general subject of tantalum 
capacitor reliability. 
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1 CHAPTER 1: SCINTILLATION CONDITIONING OF TANTALUM 

CAPACITORS WITH MANGANESE DIOXIDE CATHODES 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The advantages of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes are high 
volumetric efficiencies of more than 100,000 CV/g (Capacitance x voltage/gram) [1], 
stability of their capacitance over their rated temperature range within 5% [2], and the 
ability to self-heal after dielectric breakdown [3]–[5]. However, the application range of 
tantalum capacitors is limited due to the low maximum rated voltage of 50V of currently 
existing capacitor designs. Dielectric breakdown of tantalum capacitors with manganese 
dioxide can be problematic under large surge currents, since the parts can ignite and 
damage surrounding components and circuitry. Manufacturing defects and impurities can 
cause surge current failures due to a reduction of the breakdown voltage [6], [7]. In 
addition, thermo-mechanical stresses experienced during the reflow process can 
exacerbate the failure rate [8]–[10]. Since tantalum capacitors are increasingly used in 
low impedance applications due to their long life, volumetric efficiency, small size, and 
the development of tantalum capacitors with even higher CV products, the potential 
damage due to surge current failures is expected to increase [6]. 
Despite the employment of screening methods suggested to “ensure” that tantalum 
capacitors are capable of withstanding surge currents in their application conditions [11], 
[12], failures during the power-on process of surge current screened tantalum capacitors 
have been reported [8]–[10]. The failure voltages were found to be in some cases even 
lower than the rated voltage [8]–[10]. The risk of ignition failure is further increased if 
voltage transients occur when switching on the power supply. Surge current failures 
occur due to impurities within the dielectric and dielectric thickness variations that reduce 
the breakdown voltage [6], [7]. Our preliminary research, as well as other research [6]–
[9], suggested that the self-healing mechanism of tantalum capacitors has the potential to 
isolate these defects as well as defects created by thermo-mechanical stresses during the 
reflow process, which could result in surge current failures. Therefore, a conditioning 
method based on scintillation testing was developed that either screened out samples that 
were not capable of withstanding a predetermined voltage or conditioned weak samples 
by activating the self-healing mechanism to improve their breakdown voltage. The 
improvement was expected to minimize failures under surge current conditions. Since the 
self-healing mechanism initiated a conversion of materials within the capacitors, a life 
test was conducted to exclude the possibility that the life of the parts was degraded or that 
new failure mechanisms were introduced due to the conditioning method. 
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1.1.1 SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITOR MANUFACTURING PROCESS AND CONSTRUCTION 

While there are different mounting technologies of solid tantalum capacitors such as lead 
frames and end terminations, this study was focused on tantalum capacitors with lead 
frames as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of tantalum capacitor with manganese dioxide cathode construction 
[13]. 

Tantalum capacitors are manufactured using pure tantalum metal in powder form. Since 
the surface area is proportional to the capacitance, 
 C � E� ∙ E� ∗ A/d (1) 
C: Capacitance in Farad [F] 
ER: Dielectric constant [-] 
E0: Electric constant [Fm-1] 
A: Area of overlap between two opposing plates [m] 
D: Separation between two opposing plates [m], 
 
a low tantalum powder particle size is desired, which results in particle sizes on the 
micrometer scale [13]. The powder is pressed around a tantalum wire to form the anode. 
This structure is also commonly referred to as “slug”. In order to fuse the individual 
particles permanently, the tantalum slug is sintered at high temperatures between 1500°C 
and 2000°C. This causes the structure not only to gain mechanical strength but also to 
maintain its porosity, which results in a surface area or capacitance. The next step 
involves forming the insulation dielectric layer on top of the anode material. The process 
responsible for the formation of the dielectric layer is anodization, in which the tantalum 
slug is dipped into an acidic solution while a voltage (formation voltage) is applied. This 
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forms an amorphous tantalum pentoxide layer (Ta2O5), whose thickness can be controlled 
by variation of the voltage level and the duration of the voltage application. The 
formation voltage is typically two to three times higher than the parts` rated voltage to 
guarantee a satisfactory reliability [13]. Impurities in the anode material can have a 
significant effect on the reliability of the parts, since they affect the leakage and dielectric 
breakdown behavior depending on their location and distribution in the anode and 
dielectric. 
In the subsequent step the manganese dioxide (MnO2) cathode layer is formed using 
pyrolysis. The slug with the formed dielectric layer is dipped into manganese nitrate and 
baked at about 250°C. The process is repeated multiple times to make sure that the inner 
surfaces of the porous body are covered by a consistent manganese dioxide layer. 
A graphite layer is applied by dipping the part into a graphite solution to avoid a chemical 
reaction between the manganese dioxide and the silver adhesive layer, which is used to 
attach the lead frame. 
The cathode lead frame is attached using silver loaded epoxy, whereas the tantalum wire 
is welded to the anode lead frame. In the last step the capacitor structure is embedded in a 
mold compound. 

1.1.2 FAILURE MECHANISMS AND MODES OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

Reliability concerns with tantalum capacitors are often associated with the degradation of 
the dielectric layer Ta2O5 (tantalum pentoxide), which can lead to dielectric breakdown. 
Leakage current is the most sensitive electrical parameter indicating the degradation of 
the dielectric of tantalum capacitors. Various failure mechanisms are believed to be 
responsible for the degradation of the dielectric. Failures under steady-state conditions 
that experience a sharp increase of leakage current can be explained with field 
crystallization, which usually is observed in areas with high contents of impurities [14]. 
The dielectric layer Ta2O5 is in an inherently thermodynamically unstable state that tends 
to reduce the high energy level of its amorphous structure through crystallization [15]–
[21]. In the process of localized crystallization, the crystallized material changes its 
density, thus creating stress states in the amorphous matrix that can crack the Ta2O5 layer. 
The crystal growth rate is believed to be a determining factor of the life of tantalum 
capacitors [14]. 
Another failure mechanism responsible for failures under steady-state operation is 
believed to be oxygen migration. Concentrated oxygen in vicinity of the electrodes is 
responsible for low conductivity of the dielectric [19]. The oxygen gradient between the 
neighboring layers, tantalum and tantalum pentoxide, causes oxygen migration due to 
their affinity towards equilibrium between the two layers [15]. As the oxygen migrates 
towards the tantalum metal, oxygen vacancies are created in the dielectric layer. As the 
density of oxygen vacancies increases, the leakage current in the capacitor increases [19]. 
Both failure mechanisms, field crystallization and oxygen migration, are exponentially 
accelerated by temperature stress [15], whereas crystallization can also be accelerated by 
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electrical stress [14], [16], [17][14], [16], [17]. The quality and integrity of tantalum 
capacitors is usually assessed by measuring the leakage current. A gradual increase of 
leakage current can indicate a wear out mechanism such as field crystallization or oxygen 
migration.  
In the event of overstresses tantalum capacitors can fail in an ignition mode under surge 
conditions (Figure 2). If the dielectric breakdown voltage is exceeded, breakdown of the 
dielectric occurs, which forms a localized conductive path. This path of low resistance 
leads to a current concentration, which can be observed as a sudden increase of leakage 
current. The locally constricted current increase results in a temperature rise. If the 
magnitude of current is not restricted and enough current is supplied through the 
breakdown site, a chain reaction starts at about 480°C that allows Ta2O5 to change from 
an insulating, amorphous state into a conductive, crystalline state [3], [22]. As the 
crystalline Ta2O5 area increases, the current is distributed and converts more amorphous 
Ta2O5 into crystalline Ta2O5. The heat generated due to the reaction can ignite the part 
and disintegrate the mold compound within. The phenomenon, which is referred to as 
“ignition failure,” is usually accompanied by loud noise and possible flash. Ignition 
failure can occur under surge current conditions, for example when the tantalum 
capacitors are connected to a power supply in series. However, it is important to 
remember that ignition failure was initially activated by breakdown of the dielectric due 
to a voltage overstress rather than the high current inrush [3], [23]. Ignition failure of 
tantalum capacitors can be a serious concern for the product integrity, since it not only 
damages the part itself, but it also has the potential to damage other components, 
circuitry, and traces within its vicinity. 

 

Figure 2: Ignition failure under surge current conditions that resulted in disintegration of 
tantalum capacitor [24]. 
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1.1.3 SELF-HEALING OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS WITH MANGANESE DIOXIDE 

CATHODES 

The self-healing mechanism is often cited as a feature contributing to the life of tantalum 
capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes [3]–[5]. Self-healing can occur after a 
localized breakdown of the dielectric. Since breakdown sites form small current channels 
from the tantalum anode to the MnO2 cathode material, the concentrated current causes a 
quick localized temperature rise in the MnO2 cathode. If the temperature exceeds about 
380°C [3], MnO2 starts to release oxygen and converts to a reduced oxygen state with a 
lower conductivity. This process allows the cathode to isolate the failure by forming a 
Mn2O3 cap over the breakdown site (Figure 3). Self-healing requires a certain amount of 
time to take place [3]. Under large surge currents, there is not enough time for self-
healing to take place [4], which is the reason why self-healing is not observed under 
surge current conditions. It should be noted that self-healing does not eliminate, but 
rather isolates the breakdown site. In the event of an incomplete self-healing process 
breakdown can occur at the same breakdown voltage, whereas it is assumed that the 
breakdown site healed completely if the sample breaks down at a higher voltage than the 
first breakdown event. The process of breakdown of the dielectric with subsequent self-
healing is referred to as “scintillation” and can be enforced in appropriate testing 
methods. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic of self-healing after breakdown of the dielectric. 
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1.1.4 SCINTILLATION TESTING 

Scintillation testing is used by capacitor manufacturers to assess the dielectric breakdown 
voltage between different lots and batches of capacitor populations and to deliberately 
activate the self-healing mechanism [3]. The method was initially introduced by Hewlett 
Packard to KEMET [3]. During scintillation testing, capacitors are slowly charged at a 
constant current, typically in the micro ampere range, while the voltage across the 
capacitor is measured (Figure 4). The capacitor under test is charged until breakdown of 
the dielectric occurs (Figure 5) or until the capacitor voltage is equal to a preset 
compliance voltage (VC). After the breakdown the part discharges momentarily, which is 
observed as a sharp voltage drop (Figure 5). When the self-healing process is complete, 
the capacitor is able to charge again (Figure 6), which results in a measurable rise of 
voltage until the next breakdown occurs or until the compliance voltage is reached. If the 
compliance voltage is reached, the instrument switches from a constant current mode to a 
constant voltage mode in order to avoid voltage overstressing of the sample if needed 
(Figure 7). The voltage at which breakdown occurs in a scintillation test will be referred 
to as scintillation breakdown voltage (VScint). 
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Figure 4: Slow charge at constant current 

in scintillation test. 

 
Figure 5: Dielectric breakdown followed 

by momentary discharge. 

 

 
Figure 6: Activation of self-healing 
mechanism allows charging beyond 

breakdown voltage 

 
Figure 7: Compliance voltage limits 

voltage stress.
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1.1.5 STEP STRESS SURGE TESTING (SSST) 

In order to simulate power-on loading conditions as experienced by tantalum capacitors that are 
assembled in low impedance circuits, step stress surge current testing was developed. As opposed to 
scintillation testing, where breakdown of the dielectric can result in self-healing due to the low 
magnitude of the charging current, breakdown of the dielectric in surge testing results often in ignition 
failure. The high currents in SSST cause a rapid temperature increase after the breakdown event, which 
leads to ignition of the parts instead of self-healing. In the following chapters the voltage at which 
breakdown occurred in a SSST will be referred to as surge current breakdown voltage (VSurge). SSST is 
used to assess the surge current capability of tantalum capacitors. [6], [23]–[26]. The test procedure is as 
follows: A large capacitor is charged to a set voltage level and subsequently discharged onto the device 
under test (DUT). The DUT is defined as failed if it did not charge to at least 90% of the set voltage 
level of the large capacitor. They cycle is repeated five times at one voltage level. If the DUT did not fail 
during the five cycles, the voltage level is increased by an increment that is dependent on the starting 
voltage, the expected breakdown voltage, and the required voltage failure resolution for the subsequent 
statistical analysis [23]. Previous work by Holland [27] shows that failure occurs at the first cycle when 
the dielectric strength is exceeded on the majority of tested samples. Similar observations were made by 
Teverovsky [28]. J. D. Prymak et al. [3], [23] believe that the voltage overstress triggers scintillations 
and surge current failures, suggesting that there should be no statistical significant difference between 
the breakdown voltage distributions of surge current and scintillation tested samples. Teverovsky [4], 
however, observed that the current magnitude affects the breakdown voltage level. He found lowered 
breakdown voltages for surge current tested samples as compared to scintillation tested samples. 

1.1.6 MOTIVATION 

Various screening methods are employed by capacitor manufacturers to ensure that the parts are capable 
of withstanding surge currents in their application conditions. Surge current screening or qualification 
was designed to minimize the failure under surge current conditions. However, the test as specified per 
MIL-PRF-55365 [29], is optional and usually only available for high reliability parts. Some 
manufacturers [11], [12] employ surge current screens on 100% of their industrial grade parts. Despite 
screening methods, failures during the power-on process of surge current screened tantalum capacitors 
were reported, even at voltages lower than their rated voltages [8]–[10]. The reason for the lowered 
failure voltages was believed to be an exacerbation or creation of defects in the dielectric due to thermo-
mechanical stresses experienced during the reflow process. It was suggested that the risk of ignition 
failure is increased if voltage transients occur when switching on the power supply. Teverovsky [30] and 
Holland [27] showed that the circuit inductance can cause significant voltage overshooting of 70% 
above the intended application voltage. Teverovsky [4] indicated that the current magnitude had an 
effect on the breakdown voltage distribution. Comparing the breakdown voltage distribution of 
scintillation and surge current tested populations, he found that surge current tested breakdown voltages 
were lower. This was in contrast with the observation that Prymak and Marshall [3], [23] made, which 
lead them to believe that a voltage overstress activates the breakdown mechanism, while the current 
magnitude had an effect on the failure mode. 
Surge current failures are believed to occur due to manufacturing defects and impurities that reduce the 
breakdown voltage to lower levels than the forming voltage [6], [7]. It was also suggested that the self-
healing mechanism has the potential to clear out these defects as well as defects created by thermo-
mechanical stresses during the reflow process [6]–[9]. 
In order to reduce failure under surge current conditions, a screening or conditioning method is needed, 
that effectively screens out weak samples or improves the surge current capability of the parts without 
having a detrimental effect on their reliability. The suggestions of other researchers indicated that 
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scintillation testing and its ability to deliberately activate the self-healing mechanism in tantalum 
capacitors with manganese dioxide cathode is able to clear out defects that would have resulted in an 
increased surge current failure risk in their application. This was further supported by our observations 
in preliminary experiments that showed that the deliberate activation of self-healing improved the 
breakdown voltage of weak parts that would otherwise have an increased risk of ignition failure. This 
improvement was expected to translate to a better performance under surge current conditions. 
Therefore we suggest a conditioning method based on scintillation testing, that either screens out 
samples that are not capable of a predetermined breakdown voltage or that conditions weak samples by 
activating the self-healing mechanism to improve their breakdown voltage. The improvement is 
expected to minimize failures under surge current conditions that otherwise would have failed, since the 
self-healing mechanism is not activated at high current levels. This study investigated the effect of self-
healing on the leakage current and breakdown characteristics of tantalum capacitors and whether the 
improvements mitigated the risk of failure under surge current conditions. The benefits of the 
conditioning method were demonstrated in a surge current test with the objective of mitigating the surge 
current failures of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes. In addition a life test was 
conducted to address concerns of a reduced life of tantalum capacitors due to scintillation conditioning. 

1.1.7 LITERATURE REVIEW 

While it has been shown that the activation of the self-healing mechanism was possible with scintillation 
testing [3], [5], [31], research on the effect of self-healing on the electrical characteristics such as 
breakdown voltage and leakage current of the parts was limited. Teverovsky [5], [31] found that self-
healing degraded the parts and, therefore, decreased the surge current failure voltages. He conducted 
scintillation tests with different capacitor types and recorded the scintillation breakdown voltages. The 
first two scintillation voltages were compared to identify whether the self-healing process was 
incomplete and therefore damaging. He distinguished between constructive and destructive scintillations 
based on the following definitions: 

 �����������	�����������: ������ < ������ (2) 
 �����������	�����������:	������ > ������ (3) 

 
The definitions of VScint1 and VScint2 and examples of damaged and non-damaged parts are illustrated in 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Examples of voltage behavior over time of scintillation tested tantalum capacitors. 

Teverovsky [5], [31] found that the proportion of damaged capacitors that experienced multiple 
scintillations ranged from 0% to 100% depending on the lot, which degraded the parts and possibly have 
a detrimental effect on the surge current reliability of the parts. Teverovsky [4] also examined the effect 
of scintillation and step stress surge current testing on the breakdown distributions. The Weibull 
distributions of the breakdown voltages for scintillation and surge current tested samples were found to 
indicate similar breakdown mechanisms. This suggested that improvements due to self-healing in 
breakdown voltage under scintillation test conditions translate to improved breakdown voltages under 
surge current conditions without introducing new failure mechanisms. Teverovsky observed lower 
breakdown voltages for parts that were test under surge current conditions than under scintillation test 
conditions. This is contrary to Prymak et al. [3], [8], [23], who found that the current magnitude affects 
the occurrence of self-healing or ignition following the breakdown rather than the level of breakdown 
voltage. 
Long et al. [8], [9] developed a method (“proofing”) to improve the surge current performance of 
tantalum capacitors with MnO2 cathodes. The method involved powering up capacitors through a 1000 
Ω resistor and verifying the voltage across the capacitor after 7 seconds of an application of rated 

VScint1 

Compliance 
voltage VC 
 

VScint1 
 

VScint2 
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voltage. If the voltage was not within 90% of the applied voltage the part was screened out. Comparison 
of proofed and non-proofed capacitor populations showed higher projected failure voltages under 
scintillation and surge current test conditions for the proofed populations. A life test at rated voltage and 
85°C showed improved failure rates for the proofed populations. It was observed that proofing did result 
in a decreased failure rate in the proofed populations. The authors believed that self-healing during the 
proofing process might be the reason for the improved performance of the parts. The effect of self-
healing on the life and surge current reliability is unknown, since possible self-healing events during the 
proofing process were not monitored. Therefore, the possible detrimental effects of incomplete self-
healing need to be determined. In addition, screening out weak parts could be responsible for the longer 
life and better surge current reliability. Detailed analysis of the correlation between self-healing and the 
mitigation of surge current failure needs to be conducted. While the proofing method improved the surge 
current performance of tantalum capacitors, the risk of surge current failure can be further reduced with 
an efficient method that screens out incompletely self-healed parts. 

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

1.2.1 APPROACH 

Since self-healing can result in permanently damaged parts, it was important to identify the optimal 
parameter for scintillation conditioning. The most desirable outcome for scintillation conditioning was 
to maximize the number of self-healed and non-damaged samples. The charging current was believed to 
a critical parameter for the completion of self-healing. Therefore, various populations were exposed to 
varying charging current in the micro-amp range to identify the optimal conditions for self-healing for 
the subsequent conditioning process. 
After the optimal charging current was identified, capacitor samples from two different manufacturers A 
and B were exposed to scintillation conditioning to deliberately activate the self-healing mechanism in 
weak samples among their population. Based on the literature review and our own observation we 
expected an improvement of the breakdown characteristics. In order to confirm our hypothesis the 
impact of the conditioning method on tantalum capacitors was assessed under two test conditions. In the 
first test conditioned and non-conditioned samples from both manufacturers were subjected to a step 
stress surge test to assess the breakdown voltages under surge current conditions. In a second test, the 
populations were exposed to a highly accelerated life test under accelerated voltage and temperature 
conditions. The intention of the life test was to demonstrate that the scintillation conditioning method 
did not have a detrimental effect on the life of the parts. 

1.2.2 PREPARATION FOR SCINTILLATION CONDITIONING 

Test samples with the same design parameters from two manufacturers were chosen for the tests. Both 
capacitor types were industrial standard, EIA size 2917 tantalum capacitors with MnO2 cathodes. The 
characteristics of the capacitors are listed in Table 1. 
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Parameter Specifications 

Rated Voltage [VDC] 35 

Capacitance [µF] 6.8 

Tolerance [%] 10 

Temperature range [°C] -55 to +125 

Max. leakage current [µA] 2.4 

Dissipation factor [-] 0.06 

Max. equivalent series resistance 
@ 100 kHz [Ω] 1.3 

Table 1: Electrical characteristics of tantalum capacitors tested in the study. 

150 samples from each manufacturer were exposed to scintillation conditioning. Before the parts were 
exposed to any electrical or thermal stresses the parts were baked at 125°C to remove residual moisture 
from the package as described in JEDEC JESD22-A113D [32]. Rapid temperature changes as 
experienced in the reflow process or during scintillation events could cause expansion of the moisture 
within the package that could cause mechanical stresses, which could damage the dielectric. The 
standard required a minimum “bake out” time of 24 hours. We tracked weight changes of the samples in 
12 hour intervals and found that the samples were not completely dried after 24 hour and required 48 
hours  as a minimum bake out time. 
The impact of self-healing can be difficult to determine if the proportion of self-healed parts in the 
population is small or if the improvements in breakdown voltage (BDV) is small. The compliance 
voltage served as a cutoff separating the weak and nominal parts of the population. Therefore, an 
appropriate criterion for the compliance voltage had to be defined in order to condition the weak parts 
without overstressing the nominal parts. If the compliance voltage was chosen too high, not only the 
weak samples but also nominal samples of the population would have been exposed to scintillation. A 
compliance voltage was chosen that would result in a significant number of weak samples (15.8%) as 
shown in Figure 9. 
The criterion for the compliance voltage was defined based on the mean and the standard deviation for 
the sample populations from both manufacturers as follows: 

 !" = #$%&'( − *$%&'(  (4) 

where VC was the compliance voltage [V], µScint was the mean of the scintillation breakdown voltage 
[V], and σScint was the standard deviation of the scintillation breakdown voltages [V]. 
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Figure 9: Effect of compliance voltage selection on percentage of self-healed parts. 

Assessment of the breakdown voltage distributions was used to determine the quality variations between 
different capacitor lots. In order to identify the breakdown voltage distribution for the two capacitor 
types used in this study, groups of 30 capacitors from each manufacturer were scintillation tested to 
measure the breakdown voltage. The mean (µScint), standard deviation (σScint), and scintillation 
breakdown voltage for each population were calculated. 
Based on the definition of the criterion of compliance voltage, we expected that 15.8% of our samples 
that were exposed to scintillation conditioning will either be scintillation conditioned or screened out if 
the self-healing process was incomplete. 
The results from the initial assessment of the scintillation voltage distributions of capacitors from 
manufacturers A and B (each n=30), and their respective compliance voltages as used in the scintillation 
conditioning procedure are summarized in Table 2: 

Manufacturer A B 
µScint [V] 79.60 80.70 
σScint [V] 4.72 20.88 
VC [V] 74.88 59.82 

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation as measured for n=30 samples from manufacturer A and B in order 
to determine compliance voltage for the subsequent scintillation conditioning method. 
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The breakdown voltage distributions and the compliance voltage are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
 

 

Figure 10: Distribution of breakdown voltages of parts from manufacturer A. 

 

Figure 11: Distribution of breakdown voltages of parts from manufacturer B. 
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The results revealed differences in the quality control between the two manufacturer lots. Variations of 
the breakdown voltage of a capacitor population can be attributed to manufacturing variations in the 
dielectric thickness or impurities embedded in the dielectric layer among others. The margins between 
the compliance voltages and the means of the breakdown voltages suggested that the potential 
breakdown voltage increase of weak samples was higher in the manufacturer B population as compared 
to manufacturer A. Therefore, the measurable effect of scintillation conditioning on the surge current 
reliability might be larger in the population of manufacturer B, where weak samples tended to break 
down at low breakdown voltage levels. 
The parts were then conditioned at a temperature of 25°C and a charging current of 750 µA. To assess 
the effect of scintillation conditioning on the leakage current, the leakage current of each part was 
measured before (LCPre and LCPost) and after conditioning after electrification with rated voltage for 5 
minutes. Leakage current is an indicator of life degradation and is used in highly accelerated life tests 
(HALT) [5], [8], [15], [24], [28], [29], [33], which allowed us to identify possible degradation of the 
samples due to scintillation conditioning. A criterion solely based on a comparison of scintillation 
voltages as proposed by Teverovsky [5], [31] might not have reveal degradation of the capacitors in the 
event of incomplete self-healing. The outcomes of scintillation conditioning were a complete self-heal, 
an incomplete self-healing process, or no scintillation event for parts with a higher breakdown voltage 
than the compliance voltage. The two self-healing events could be identified by measuring the first 
scintillation voltage VScint1 and the second scintillation voltage VScint2, if scintillations occurred. The part 
was considered as not completely healed and therefore damaged if the second scintillation voltage was 
lower than the first one. Analogous, the part was considered as self-healed if the second scintillation 
voltage was higher than the first one. The capacitor samples were accepted if both of the following 
criteria applied or if the capacitor sample charged up to compliance voltage without any scintillation: 
 
 LCPost   <   2LCPre (5) 
 VScintn     >     VScintn-1 (6) 
Possible outcomes of scintillation conditioning are demonstrated in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Schematic of scintillations of accepted and rejected samples. 
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1.2.3 RESULTS OF SCINTILLATION CONDITIONING 

A summary of the percentages of screened out, self-healed, and passed samples is shown in Figure 13. 
 

 

Figure 13: Percentages of parts that were screened out, self-healed, and passed without scintillations. 

28% of the manufacturer A and 57% of the manufacturer B samples experienced scintillations. The 
percentages of rejected parts were significantly higher than the expected 18.6% as defined by the 
compliance voltage due to the conservative acceptance criteria. Parts were screened out if the leakage 
current increased by more than twice the original value. Most parts were found to be in the lower nano 
ampere range where a twofold increase should not have been problematic, since manufacturers specified 
the maximum leakage current at 2.4 µA. In this study the leakage current criterion for acceptance was 
conservatively chosen. Therefore, a less stringent acceptance criterion for leakage current would have 
resulted in a lower number of rejected parts without a detrimental effect on the sample population. In 
addition, choosing an appropriate compliance voltage for the manufacturing environment could have 
resulted in significantly different result. We considered 15.8% of the samples as weak in this study, 
which was significantly higher than what to expect from manufacturing processes, where the proportions 
of weak samples often fall into the ppt (parts per thousand) or ppm (parts per million) range.  
The effect of self-healing on the scintillation breakdown voltage and leakage current was assessed after 
conditioning the parts. Changes in the scintillation breakdown voltage and the leakage current were only 
observed in parts that experienced scintillations. Parts that charged up to compliance voltage without 
scintillations showed no change in breakdown voltage or leakage current. To determine the scintillation 
breakdown increase due to scintillation conditioning the first scintillation breakdown VScint1 was 
compared to the respective compliance voltage of each manufacturer. A summary of the average change 
of breakdown voltage and leakage current in parts is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Effect of scintillation conditioning on average breakdown voltage and average leakage current. 

The average scintillation breakdown voltage increased by 5% in parts from manufacturer A and by 27% 
for parts from manufacturer B. This behavior was in agreement with the analysis of the breakdown 
voltage distributions, which showed a larger standard deviation for the manufacturer B lot. Weak 
samples of manufacturer B exhibited a larger potential increase of breakdown voltage due to scintillation 
conditioning. The improved breakdown voltages achieved under scintillation test conditions were 
expected to translate to an improved surge current reliability. 
A table showing the changes in leakage current and breakdown voltage (BDV) is presented in Table 3. 
 

 
Percentage change [%] 

BDV Leakage current 

Manufacturer A >5.69 37.09 

Manufacturer B >27.21 -62.84 

Table 3: Summary of percentage change of leakage current and breakdown voltage of self-healed parts 
after scintillation conditioning. 

The increase of breakdown voltage was higher in self-healed parts from manufacturer B. Weak parts 
from manufacturer B showed an average increase of breakdown voltage of about 27%, whereas the 
average increase of breakdown voltage in parts from manufacturer A was about 6%. This increase was 
expected to be reflected in the step stress surge test, since breakdown under surge current conditions is 
equally triggered by a voltage overstress as under scintillation test conditions [3], [23]. In addition, 
leakage current has been established as the most sensitive indicator of degradation of tantalum 
capacitors and is therefore commonly used as a failure criteria in highly accelerated life tests [5], [8], 
[15], [24], [28], [29], [33]. Since a breakdown of a dielectric results not only resulted in a drop of 
voltage, but also in a sharp increase of leakage current, a comparison of leakage current before and after 
scintillation conditioning was used to identify any detrimental effects of self-healing, which a 
comparison of scintillation voltages as proposed by Teverovsky [5], [31] might not reveal. Our results 
showed only a slight decrease or increase of leakage current after self-healing. Scintillation conditioning 
resulted in a 37% increase of leakage current of manufacturer A parts. Given the low magnitude of 
leakage current in the nanoampere range (µLCA

=39.87nA) before exposing the samples to scintillation 

conditioning, a 37% increase was still order of magnitudes lower than the manufacturers failure criterion 
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of leakage current at 2.4 µA or could have been due to variation of the measurement. A detrimental 
effect on the life of the parts was therefore not expected. Contrary observations were made for self-
healed parts from manufacturer B. The parts showed higher leakage currents before scintillation 
conditioning with a mean of µLCB

=178.3 nA and showed a decrease of about 63% after scintillation 

conditioning. We observed that scintillation conditioning was able to reduce leakage current especially 
in outliers with a higher leakage current of up to 1.2 µA, while to parts with lower leakage currents were 
not as significantly effect by the self-healing process in terms of leakage current. 
While most conditioned samples showed no degradation of leakage current, 12 screened out samples 
from manufacturer A and 4 screened out samples from manufacturer B showed a significant increase of 
leakage current of up to 12 times the original leakage current despite the occurrence of constructive 
scintillations, which was previously used by Teverovsky [5], [31] as the sole acceptance criteria. This 
showed that assessing the effect of self-healing based on scintillation voltages was not sufficient, since 
leakage current was shown to degrade even in cases where constructive scintillations were observed. 
 

1.2.4 ASSESSMENT OF EFFECT OF SCINTILLATION CONDITIONING ON LIFE OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

WITH MNO2 CATHODES 

1.2.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

The effect of the scintillation conditioning method on the life of the parts was assessed in a highly 
accelerated life test. While no detrimental effects were expected, based on the results obtained in Table 
3, a life test had to be conducted to exclude the possibility of life degradation due to scintillation 
conditioning. Therefore the parts rated at 35V were exposed to accelerated voltage and temperature 
stress conditions. As defined per Weibull grading test in the military performance specification [29], the 
parts were stressed at 1.5 times the rated voltage (VR) at 52V. However, we increased the temperature 
from 85°C to 125°C in order to reduce the testing time. Concerns that this might have caused the parts to 
fail due to other failure mechanisms can be refuted based on the observations of other researchers [5], 
[15], [28], [33] that raised the temperature up to 165°C and voltages up to 3xVR without observing new 
failure mechanisms. The test samples were divided into two sub-groups, consisting of conditioned and 
non-conditioned samples. Each group contains sub-groups from two different manufacturers. An 
illustration of the individual groups is shown in Table 4. 
 

 Manufacturer A Manufacturer B 

Conditioned  25  25  

Non-conditioned  24  25  

Table 4: Sample size in each in HALT test. 

The sample size was limited to about 25 samples each due to the design restrictions of the test boards. 
The samples were reflowed with 96.5Sn3.5Ag solder with a peak temperature of 225°C onto test boards 
with 25 samples. The samples were connected with fast acting fuses rated to 125 mA in series, since 
leakage current was identified as the most sensitive indicator of tantalum capacitor degradation, and was 
used previously as failure criteria in life tests [5], [8], [15], [24], [28], [29], [33]. The power supply used 
in the test was capable of providing up to 52V and 35A, which was sufficient to supply the current of 
0.35A that was  necessary to blow up the fuses in 0.01 sec as specified by their specification sheet. The 
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fuses were placed outside the chamber. The voltage drop across the fuses was continuously monitored at 
3 minute intervals using the Agilent 34980A Benchlink data logger software. Failure was detected and 
the time to failure was recorded when the fuses blew up and the voltage drop increased to more than 50 
V. A test board schematic is shown in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15: Schematic of test circuit of life test at 125°C and 52V. 

1.2.4.2 RESULTS OF HIGHLY ACCELERATED LIFE TEST 

The failure data of the life test for the conditioned and non-conditioned populations was analyzed in 
Reliasoft Weibull++™. Analysis for the manufacturer A populations showed bi-modal distributions as 
shown in Figure 16. While the failure mechanisms were not affected by the conditioning method, we 
observed a slightly higher η value for the conditioned population. This suggested that scintillation 
conditioning had no detrimental effect, but instead improved the life of the population. One infant 
mortality failure in the conditioned population was observed. A closer look at this data point revealed 
that the infant mortality failure was not due to an activation of the self-healing mechanism, since the 
sample charged to the compliance voltage without the occurrence of scintillations. 
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Figure 16: Life test results for the conditioned and non-conditioned population from manufacturer A. 

The life test of manufacturer B (Figure 17) populations did not result in a significant number of failed 
samples. Most failures were infant mortality failures that occurred within 1 hour. While no conclusions 
about the life of the samples could be drawn due to the limited statistical information, we observed a 
higher number of infant mortality failures in the non-conditioned population. This indicated a positive 
effect of scintillation conditioning on the manufacturer B population. Surprisingly, even after testing up 
to 4000 hours no wear out mechanism was observed. Teverovsky [5] made similar observations and 
found that testing different capacitor designs at the same conditions resulted in a significantly different 
characteristic life with some capacitor lots showing no wear out mechanism. A summary of the 
estimated Weibull parameters is shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 17: Life test results for the conditioned and non-conditioned population from manufacturer B. 
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  β1  η1 
[hr]  β2  η2 

[hr] 

Correlation 
coefficient 

ρ  

Number 
of 

samples  
Failures  

Mfr. A 

Non-
conditioned  6.47  17.85  2.04  41.41  0.917  24  22  

Conditioned  4.69  20.92  2.04  51.05  0.912  25  19  

Mfr. B 

Non-
conditioned  0.49  82.23  -  -  0.700  25  9  

Conditioned  0.66  63.74  -  -  0.666  25  5  

Table 5: Estimated Weibull parameters of HALT test. 

No statistical differences were observed between the respective populations of manufacturer A and B. 
This meant that there was no evidence for the concern that scintillation conditioning degraded the life of 
the parts. Instead the data indicated that an improvement in the life was achieved in the manufacturer A 
population. The behavior of the capacitor population from manufacturer A and B in the life test was 
inconsistent. While the statistical analysis of manufacturer A data revealed a wear out mechanism, parts 
from manufacturer B failed due to infant mortality. Testing of the manufacturer B population was 
continued but no additional failures were observed. 
 

1.2.5 ASSESSMENT OF EFFECT OF SCINTILLATION CONDITIONING ON SURGE CURRENT BREAKDOWN 

BEHAVIOR OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS WITH MNO2 CATHODES 

1.2.5.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES 

In order to assess the effect of scintillation conditioning on the surge current reliability of the parts a step 
stress surge current test (SSST) was conducted. The test was designed to simulate power-on loading 
conditions as experienced by tantalum capacitors in low-impedance circuits [6], [23]–[26]. In surge 
testing, dielectric breakdown often results in ignition failure as opposed to self-healing during 
scintillation conditioning. Analogous to the life test, the test samples were divided into two sub-groups, 
consisting of non-conditioned and conditioned samples. Each group contained sub-groups from two 
different manufacturers. A summarizing table is shown in Table 6. 

 Manufacturer A Manufacturer B 

Conditioned  26  24  

Non-conditioned  24  19  

Table 6: Sample size in each group in surge current reliability test. 

The underlying concept of the test was to charge the samples to preset voltage levels in the shortest time 
possible. This was accomplished by charging a large capacitor the desired voltage and discharging it 
onto the DUT with a relay or a MOSFET (metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor). Not only 
the various resistive, inductive, and capacitive elements, but also the switch type has a significant effect 
on the stress experienced by the DUT. Teverovsky studied the effect of inductive, resistive, capacitive, 
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and switching elements on the surge current test [30] in order to provide recommendations that can 
improve the reproducibility of surge current testing. 
A schematic of the stress step surge test setup is shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Test circuit of step stress surge current setup. 

The test circuit consisted of basically three individual circuits labeled as 1, 2, and 3 in the test schematic. 
Initially, the DUT was discharged over a 1000 Ω resistor in circuit 1 for 10 sec by closing relay 2. After 
the DUT was fully discharged, the large capacitor CB was charged to rated voltage of the DUT over a 
300Ω resistor in circuit 3. A voltage was applied by the voltage source Agilent 4155C after relay 1 was 
switched. After charging capacitor CB for 4 seconds to ensure that it reached the preset voltage level, 
relay 1 was opened. In the final step the DUT was quickly charged by capacitor CB by switching three 
parallel MOSFETs in circuit 2. The voltage drop across the DUT was measured with an oscilloscope 
when the MOSFETs were switched. If the DUT did not fail at the rated voltage, Capacitor CB was 
charged to a higher voltage at 1V increments until failure occured. An example of recorded voltage 
drops across DUTs after the MOSFETs were switched on is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Typical voltage behavior in surge current test recorded with an oscilloscope. Failed and non-
sample are shown at the same voltage stress level. 

A capacitor failed if the voltage level after 50 µsec was not within 10% of the applied voltage stress 
level. If failure occurred, the voltage level was recorded. The Agilent 4155C instrument was used to 
provide the voltage to capacitor CB, as well as the gate voltages for the relays and MOSFETs. A 
LabVIEW program was written to perform the described tasks automatically. A limitation of the 
equipment was the maximum voltage stress level of 100 V. If the DUT did not failed at this level, the 
sample was labeled as non-failed and suspended at 100V. 
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1.2.5.2 RESULTS OF SURGE CURRENT RELIABILITY TEST 

The failure data was analyzed in Reliasoft Weibull++™. A two-parameter Weibull distribution provided 
a good fit to the data as shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21. 

 

Figure 20: Two-parameter Weibull analysis of step stress surge current test data of conditioned and non-
conditioned samples from manufacturer A. 
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Figure 21: Two-parameter Weibull analysis of step stress surge current test data of conditioned and non-
conditioned samples from manufacturer B. 
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The Weibull parameters and correlation coefficients of the analysis are summarized in Table 7: 

  β  η [V]  
Correlation 
coefficient 

ρ  

Number 
of 

samples  

Suspended 
samples at 

100 V  

Mfr. A 

Non-
conditioned  25.91  76.12  0.98  24  0  

Conditioned  20.5  78.18  0.98  26  0  

Mfr. B 

Non-
conditioned  

4.99  83.61  0.93  19  6  

Conditioned  5.43  105.49  0.98  24  13  

Table 7: Estimated Weibull parameters of step stress surge current test. 

The 27% BDV increase due to scintillation conditioning was close to the 26% surge current BDV 
increase of manufacturer A. Similarly, the difference between the scintillation BDV increase of 5% and 
the surge current BDV increase of 3% was marginal. This demonstrated that scintillation conditioning 
was effective in mitigating surge current failures. We observed that the breakdown voltage improvement 
in the population of manufacturer A was small compared to the population of manufacturer B. This 
suggested that scintillation conditioning should primarily be applied to populations or lots with a high 
BDV standard deviation, where an improvement in surge current breakdown voltage of weak samples 
had a significant effect on the population. While the overall breakdown voltage improvement in 
manufacturer B parts was about 26%, individual weak samples showed improvements of more than 
100%. The beta values for the conditioned and non-conditioned populations indicated the same failure 
mechanisms, suggesting that no new failure mechanisms were introduced due to scintillation 
conditioning. 

1.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The impact of failure of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes under surge conditions 
can be catastrophic to the surrounding circuitry and components. Prymak et al. [8]–[10] showed that 
current screening tests did not reliably screen out weak samples, which resulted in reports of surge 
current failures. This study demonstrated that the deliberate activation of the self-healing mechanism can 
be used to improve the surge current reliability. The impact of scintillation conditioning on two 
competing capacitor designs was assessed in an accelerated life test at 125°C and 1.5xVR of conditioned 
and non-conditioned samples. The results of the life test showed that scintillation conditioning did not 
degrade the life of the parts. 
To assess the impact on the surge current reliability, we exposed conditioned and non-conditioned 
tantalum capacitor populations from both manufacturers to a step stress surge current test. The results 
showed that scintillation conditioning mitigates the ignition failure risk of tantalum capacitors. In the 
weaker population of manufacturer B the surge current breakdown voltage of the conditioned parts 
increased by 26% as compared to the non-conditioned parts. Individual weak samples showed improved 
surge current breakdown voltages by more than 100%. Further, we demonstrated that improvements due 
to self-healing in breakdown voltage under scintillation test conditions translate to improved breakdown 
voltages under surge current conditions. 
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To identify a possible detrimental effect of self-healing on the parts, leakage current and breakdown 
voltage was measured before and after conditioning. The analysis demonstrated that incomplete self-
healing can degrade leakage current, while having no detrimental effect on the breakdown voltage, and 
must therefore be used as a screening criterion when assessing scintillation conditioned parts. 
To expand the application range of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide, capacitor 
manufacturers drive current technology towards a higher voltage level, which increases the released 
energy in the event of surge current failure and the potential damage to the circuit. This development 
requires effective methods to reduce the ignition failure risk in weak tantalum capacitor populations. 
Scintillation conditioning proved to reduce the risk of failure under surge current conditions and can 
save the industry the cost of replacing damaged circuits due to ignition of tantalum capacitors. 

1.4 RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK 

In order to confirm the hypothesis that new failure mechanisms were not introduced due to scintillation 
conditioning, physical evidence in the form of failure analysis of conditioned and non-conditioned 
samples should be provided. 
If needed, the study should be expanded to a larger sample size while reducing the compliance voltage 
to reduce the number of weak samples that are exposed to scintillations. The lower percentage of weak 
samples would resemble manufacturing requirements, where the percentage of weak samples is usually 
significantly lower than in this study. 
Further, in this study samples that experienced destructive scintillations were screened out even if the 
subsequent scintillations were constructive. Therefore, an effort should be made to analyze how 
destructive scintillations affect the capacitor performance, if the capacitor sample is able to finally 
charge up to the compliance voltage. 

1.5 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The study described in the thesis examined the effect of the deliberate activation of self-healing and its 
effect on the life and surge current test behavior of tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide 
cathodes. The objective was to reduce surge current ignition failure that could result in significant 
damage on the PCB assemblies. 
The contributions were as follows: 

• Developed a scintillation conditioning method, which screens out incompletely self-

healed parts. The procedure mitigates the risk of surge current failure of tantalum 

capacitors in field applications. 

• Demonstrated that improvements due to self-healing in breakdown voltage under 

scintillation test conditions translated to improved breakdown voltages under surge 

current conditions, without harmful effects on the life of the parts. 

• Demonstrated that incomplete self-healing can degrade leakage current and must be used 

as a screening criterion when assessing scintillation conditioned parts. 
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2 CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS OF STEP-STRESS TESTING AND TEMPERATURE 

CYCLING ON TANTALUM CAPACITORS WITH MNO2 CATHODE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tantalum capacitors are widely used in the electronics industry. Comparing the characteristics of solid 
tantalum capacitors to competing capacitor technologies, one will find that tantalum capacitors offer an 
excellent volumetric efficiency (capacitance per volume), stability of electrical parameters over their 
specified voltage and temperature range, and high reliability. The reliability of tantalum capacitors is, 
however, tempered by the catastrophic failure mode of shorting, which can result in the ignition of the 
parts, and can severely damage components and structures in their vicinity. The current qualification 
procedures of capacitor manufacturers include testing of the parts at rated voltage and elevated 
temperatures for 2000 hours [34] [11]. Temperature cycling is tested in accordance with MIL-STD-
883H Test Method 1010.8 [35] or JEDEC Standard JESD22-A104D [32]. The standards state that for 
single chambers the dwell time has to be more than 10 min, whereas the transfer time should be less than 
15 minutes. The test has to be conducted for at least 10 cycles. Teverovsky [36] suggested that the 
minimum number of cycles should be increased to 100 cycles in order to achieve a measurable effect on 
the reliability performance of tantalum capacitors. Since an increase of leakage current was observed, it 
was hypothesized that the local mechanical stresses, based on the coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE) mismatches, might have caused micro-cracking in the dielectric material, thus resulting in high 
current channels. 
Accelerated tests are intended to precipitate the same failure mechanisms that occur under the normal 
operating conditions of the component. Due to the long operating life of tantalum capacitors, even at 
maximum rated stress conditions, accelerated testing is necessary to perform life testing within a 
reasonable timeframe so that the relevant failure modes and mechanisms can be identified. This can help 
in the development of part selection or qualification tests. The stress conditions for the accelerated tests 
have to be carefully chosen, since overstress conditions can result in failure mechanisms that may not be 
experienced in the usage conditions of the parts [38]. Electronic assemblies are often exposed to voltage 
stress and temperature cycling in their actual usage conditions. However, the failure modes and 
mechanisms relevant for the combined conditions have not yet been the subject of careful investigation. 
Accelerated testing, in the form of the Weibull grading test in MIL-STD-55365, involves constraining 
the acceleration factor to 20,000, which is equivalent to 1.5276 times the rated voltage at 85°C [29]. 
Higher voltage accelerations may be feasible for tantalum capacitors. Paulsen [33] hypothesized that 
testing of tantalum capacitors at highly accelerated electrical and thermal conditions at 3xVR (rated 
voltage) and temperature up to 165°C did not reveal any new failure mechanisms. This was based on 
statistical analysis and was not confirmed by destructive failure analysis. Similar conclusions were made 
by Teverovsky [39], who conducted a highly accelerated life test (HALT) on solid tantalum capacitors 
with temperature stresses from 22°C to 130°C and voltage stresses from 1.25 x VR to 2.25 x VR. Virkki 
[40], [41] conducted a temperature cycling study on solid tantalum capacitors. Various tests were 
performed under temperature cycling conditions with and without applied voltage. A higher number of 
failures was observed in the experiment with added voltage compared to pure temperature cycling. The 
failure mechanism was not identified, but field crystallization was listed as a possible failure 
mechanism. 
Previous studies have shown that the exposure of tantalum capacitors to simultaneous thermal and 
electrical stresses likely does not introduce unknown failure mechanisms. The studies also suggest that 
the acceleration factors of tests can be chosen to be higher than in current standards in order to reduce 
testing times. In this study, a new testing method is proposed in order to identify the dominant failure 
mechanisms and reduce testing times. In an accelerated test the parts were voltage step-stress tested in 
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steps from 1xVR to 3xVR during temperature cycling from -55 to +125°C. Instead of using 1 ampere to 2 
ampere fuses, as suggested by MIL-PRF-55365H [29], failure criteria based on capacitance, dissipation 
factor, ESR, and leakage current specified by the manufacturers were used. Based on the literature, 
leakage current is expected to provide better sensitivity in detecting failures that are related to the 
degradation of the dielectric than fuses that trigger in the event of catastrophic failure. The samples were 
industrial grade 35 V tantalum capacitors from two different manufacturers with MnO2 cathodes. The 
following sections describe possible failure mechanisms, the experimental approach, and the results. The 
last two sections report the findings of the failure analysis and the final conclusions. 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

2.2.1 APPROACH 

Accelerated step-stress testing under temperature cycling was performed on solid tantalum capacitors 
with manganese dioxide (MnO2) cathodes from two different manufacturers (referred to as manufacturer 
A and B) with EIA size code 2917. The electrical characteristics and dimensions for both capacitor 
designs were the same. A summary of the design parameters of the parts are shown in Table 1. 
To avoid the pop-corning effect during the experiment, the residual moisture was removed from the 
capacitor packages by baking the parts for 24 hours at 125°C as proposed by JEDEC Standard JESD22-
A113D. Electrical characterization of ten samples from each manufacturer was performed before and 
after reflow soldering, as well as in fixed intervals during the experiment. The measured electrical 
parameters were capacitance (C), equivalent series resistance (ESR), dissipation factor (DF), and 
leakage current (LC). All of the electrical parameters were measured in accordance with performance 
specification MIL-PRF-39003J at a temperature of 25°C, as shown in Table 8.  
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Electrical parameter Voltage [V] Frequency 
[Hz] 

Electrification 
time [sec] 

Capacitance 0.5 Vrms 120 - 
Dissipation factor 0.5 Vrms 120 - 

Equivalent series resistance 0.5 Vrms 100,000 - 
Leakage current 35 VDC - 300 

Table 8: Parameters of electrical characterization. 

To eliminate the impact of the circuit resistance on the ESR measurements, a hand probing solution was 
used. Before the parts were exposed to temperature cycling, the effect of low temperatures and rated 
voltage stress for 72 hours was evaluated. In the next step the parts were cycled at temperatures from -
55°C to +125°C while applying a voltage step-stress. Each voltage stress step was maintained for 72 
hours, which was followed by electrical characterization. In the subsequent stress step the voltage stress 
was increased by one third of the rated voltage up to a maximum voltage stress of 3 x VR. In order to not 
exceed the dielectric strength, the voltages were not increased after reaching the limit of 3 x VR. To 
avoid power-on failures due to surge currents, the current was limited by 1 MΩ resistors in series. After 
each stress step, the parts were cooled down to 25°C, discharged, and electrically characterized. As 
degradation progressed, the failed samples were identified and extracted. The remaining capacitors were 
then exposed to the subsequent step-stress levels until failure occurred. Unstressed virgin samples and 
failed parts were used for failure analysis to identify the dominant failure mechanisms. Failure criteria 
were based on the MIL-PRF-55365 performance specification. Leakage current was measured after 5 
minutes of electrification with rated DC voltage and should not exceed 2.4 µA. Capacitance and 
dissipation factor were measured at 120 Hz and 1 Vrmsand should not exceed the capacitance tolerance 
of ±10 % and dissipation factor of 0.06 respectively. In addition, ESR was measured at 100 kHz and 1 
Vrms and should not be higher than 1.3 Ω. A tabularized summary of the test plan is illustrated in Table 
9. 

Ratio of applied 
voltage/rated 

voltage [-] 
1.00  1.00  1.33  1.66  2.00  2.33  2.66  3.00  3.00  3.00  

Number 
of 

samples 

Mfr. A 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 6 4 3 

Mfr. B 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 3 3 2 

Temperature 
conditions  -55°C  Temperature cycling from -55°C to +125°C  

Table 9: Test conditions for 10 parts from each manufacturer. 
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2.2.2 RESULTS OF STEP-STRESS TESTING AND TEMPERATURE CYCLING OF TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

The following figures show the measurements of capacitance, dissipation factor, ESR, and leakage 
current over the duration of the experiment obtained in 72-hour intervals. Leakage current proved to be 
the most accurate indicator of tantalum capacitor degradation. At the termination of the experiment, 7 of 
10 capacitors and 8 of 10 capacitors failed from manufacturer A and manufacturer B, respectively. 
Figure 22 and Figure 23 depict the leakage current degradation trend for manufacturer A and 
manufacturer B samples. Since degradation of electrical parameters was observable in leakage current, 
we believe that the temperature and voltage stresses mainly affected the dielectric layers. This behavior 
is in agreement with the discussion of dominant failure modes and mechanisms in section Error! 
Reference source not found.. The initial stress step at rated voltage of 35V and a constant temperature 
of -55°C resulted in no noticeable degradation for parts from manufacturer A, and only slight 
degradation for parts from manufacturer B. The degradation trends of both populations show a similar 
pattern, with no early failures. The concern that the voltage levels were in the overstress domain can be 
rejected, since no abrupt increases of leakage current were observed. Instead, the parts experienced a 
slow increase of leakage current, suggesting an incremental degradation of the dielectric. 

 
Figure 22: Degradation of leakage current in 10 samples from manufacturer A during voltage step-stress 

testing while temperature cycling from -55°C +125°C. 
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Figure 23: Degradation of leakage current in 10 samples from manufacturer B during voltage step-stress 

testing while temperature cycling from -55°C to +125°C. 

Thermo-mechanical and electrical stresses were not expected activate a wearout mechanism that resulted 
in changes in the dielectric thickness, dielectric constant or effective electrode area. Degradation of 
capacitance was either not or only marginally measurable in both populations. Samples from 
manufacturer A showed a stabilized capacitance over the entire test duration, whereas samples from 
manufacturer B showed an overall capacitance decrease of about 2–3%. A decrease in capacitance in the 
population can be explained by residual moisture in the porous tantalum pellet, which was trapped 
between the dielectric and cathode layer and effectively increased the electrode area, thus increasing the 
capacitance of the parts. Moisture desorption during the high temperature dwells could have reduced the 
effective electrode surface in manufacturer B parts as observed by Teverovsky [42]. 
ESR is governed by dielectric losses due to the purely resistive component of a capacitor. This 
resistance is composed of the bulk resistivities of the materials, contact resistances between the layers, 
and termination resistances. Increase of ESR in tantalum capacitors is often related to high thermo-
mechanical stresses resulting from quick temperature changes as experienced in processes such as 
reflow soldering and CTE mismatches. The thermo-mechanical stresses could cause detachment of the 
cathode from the dielectric which is attached with silver adhesive. The reduced contact area will then 
result in an increase of ESR. Similarly, as observed by Teverovsky [36], measurements of equivalent 
series resistance (ESR) showed no significant degradation in our experiment. No increase of ESR during 
the experiment, as well as after reflow soldering, was noticeable. The values of ESR after reflowing 
were well below the failure threshold, which was not reached during the experiment. This suggests that 
even temperature cycling at the extremes of the maximum specified temperatures, ranging from -55°C to 
+125°C, are not a critical condition for attachment of the lead frames to the tantalum pellets. We 
observed a high variation of ESR, which resulted in unstable trends of ESR. This is due to the manual 
probing, which does not allow control of the contact area between the capacitors and the probe. In future 
experiments this will be replaced by a permanent soldered connection instead. 
Dissipation factor degradation was insignificant for both manufacturer populations. A slightly higher 
variation of dissipation factor among the population of manufacturer B was noticeable compared to parts 
from manufacturer A. Since dissipation factor is proportional to ESR (Equation 7), degradation of 
dissipation factor were not observed except for one case. While all samples failed due to an increase of 
leakage current, only one sample showed an additional increase of dissipation factor from 0.0075 to 
0.155. Even though leakage current and dissipation factor are not directly related, we believe that the 
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breakdown of the dielectric had an effect on both parameters in this sample. Since the dissipation factor 
is the sum of the DC conductivity and relaxation losses in the dielectric [43], [44], we believe that the 
breakdown in this sample could have had an effect on the conductivity of a large volume within the bulk 
material. However, structural changes were not observed in failure analysis of the sample to support this 
hypothesis. 

 
�. �	

/�0

1�
	 (7) 

2.3 FAILURE ANALYSIS 

The previous analysis shows that degradation was primarily observed as an increase in leakage current. 
This indicates that the dielectric layers were predominantly affected by the selected electrical and 
thermal stresses. Various failure mechanisms, such as field crystallization, micro-cracking, or oxygen 
migration, could be responsible for the degradation of the dielectric. Cross-sectional analysis was 
performed to identify whether the thermo-mechanical stresses resulting from temperature cycling had 
any effect on the delamination of the lead frame attachment from the tantalum pellet. While no 
delamination or detachment of the lead frames was observed, some cross-sectioned samples from 
manufacturer A showed cracking of the silver adhesive (Figure 24). However, since the contact area 
between the lead frame and the tantalum pellet provided by the silver adhesive was large compared to 
the crack, no measurable effect of cracking on ESR was observed. 
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Figure 24: Cross-section of failed sample from manufacturer A showing cracking of the silver adhesive. 

The image was acquired using bright-field optical microscopy. 

Since dielectric breakdown occurs on a small scale, discovery of dielectric breakdown sites can be 
challenging. The tantalum pellet is a porous structure and, as such, the breakdown sites can be located 
anywhere within the pellet’s body. Since degradation of leakage current was observed, a suitable method 
for the examination of a large dielectric surface was required. Decapsulation of the tantalum pellet was 
chosen due to its exposure of the tantalum pellet without removal of the dielectric. The application of 
various acids at elevated temperatures removed the mold compound, the lead frames, and the contacting 
layers (Ag, C, MnO2). Decapsulated unstressed samples from both manufacturers are shown in  
Figure 25 and Figure 26. 
This technique exposes the external dielectric surface but does not allow identification of the dielectric 
breakdown that occurred within the tantalum pellet. Electroplating can be used to assess the degradation 
of the dielectric on the exposed surfaces of the tantalum pellet. Decapsulated virgin and failed samples 
were electroplated with tin at a voltage of 0.3 V for 15 minutes. The level of degradation in the dielectric 
can be assessed by the amount and magnitude of tin-plated spots that mark the high current channels. 
While virgin samples showed only a few small tin-plated areas, failed samples showed numerous larger 
tin-plated areas for parts from manufacturer A () and manufacturer B (). This observation suggests that 
stresses were concentrated in these areas and caused locally restricted degradation of the dielectric rather 
than homogeneous degradation. 
  

Cracking of the silver 
adhesive 
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Figure 25: Decapsulated virgin capacitor from 
manufacturer A after tin plating under reverse 

voltage. 

 

Figure 26: Decapsulated virgin capacitor from 
manufacturer B after tin-plating under reverse 

voltage. 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 27: Decapsulated step-stress tested 
capacitor from manufacturer A after tin plating 
under reverse voltage. 

 

Figure 28: Decapsulated step-stress tested 
capacitor from manufacturer B after tin plating 

under reverse voltage. 

High current 
channel marked 
by tin plated area 

High current 
channel marked 
by small tin 
plated area High current 

channel marked 
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The color differences of the pellet surfaces are noticeable. We observed that all samples from 
manufacturer A showed a purple-colored dielectric surface, whereas the dielectric of manufacturer B 
parts was green-colored. The color discrepancies can be explained by the constructive and destructive 
interference of light reflecting from the front and back surface of the dielectric. The color depends on the 
thickness, which is closely related to the forming voltage, of the light-transmissive dielectric, thus 
allowing us to make a qualitative comparison between the two capacitor designs. The green-colored 
dielectric of manufacturer B indicates a thicker dielectric as compared the purple-colored dielectric from 
manufacturer A [13]. To quantify the dielectric thicknesses of parts from both manufacturers, cross-
sections of virgin and failed parts were analyzed using an environmental scanning electron microscope 
(ESEM). The measurements of dielectric thicknesses were obtained in the vicinity of the center of the 
tantalum pellet (Table 10) as well as in the peripheral region of the pellet (Table 11). 
 

 Manufacturer A Manufacturer B 
Virgin parts Failed parts Virgin parts Failed parts  

Avg. [nm] 262 258 226 220 
Std. [nm] 18 15 18 17 

Sample size 44 45 45 44 
Table 10: Summary of measurements of dielectric thicknesses in the vicinity of the center of the tantalum 

pellet. 

 Manufacturer A Manufacturer B 
Virgin parts Failed parts Virgin parts Failed parts  

Avg. [nm] 306 302 351 331 
Std. [nm] 28 21 25 37 

Sample size 45 44 39 45 
Table 11: Summary of measurements of dielectric thicknesses in the vicinity of the peripheral region of the 

tantalum pellet. 

Comparing the results of the measurements in the vicinity of the outer surface from both manufacturers, 
we confirmed that the dielectric thicknesses of parts from manufacturer B were higher than in parts from 
manufacturer A on the external surfaces (Table 10). Interestingly, we observe the opposite in the center 
region of the pellet, where parts from manufacturer A have a higher thickness (Table 11). It is likely that 
the lower dielectric strength observed in the center of the pellets is related to the actual robustness of the 
parts. The reduced dielectric thickness found in areas close to the center of the parts can be explained by 
the lesser degree of penetration by the solution used for the dielectric formation process into the center 
of the tantalum pellet. Other factors affecting the dielectric thickness in the center could be the amount 
of pressure when forming the tantalum pellet or the shape of the tantalum particles. The tantalum 
particles of manufacturer A are string-shaped, whereas manufacturer B uses spherically shaped particles 
that allow closer packing. A comparison of the dielectric thicknesses of virgin and failed parts did not 
reveal significant differences in dielectric thickness. This was also observed on decapsulated samples, 
where a color change of the dielectric between virgin and failed parts was not noticeable. 
The decapsulated sample surfaces of virgin and failed parts were inspected at high magnifications using 
an environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM). Occurrences of micro-cracking that might 
have been responsible for the increased leakage current were not observed on the surfaces. Field 
crystallization was observed on all samples. Virgin parts showed field crystallization sites in small 
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numbers distributed over a large area (Figure 29). Failed samples showed a large number of 
crystallization sites restricted to a small area (Figure 30), which suggests that the leakage current 
increase is also restricted to small areas instead of being distributed uniformly within the bulk of the 
tantalum pellet. This aligns with the observations made after the tin-plating of the decapsulated failed 
samples. The temperature stress could have also caused oxygen migration as an additional failure 
mechanism. Unfortunately, electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) did not allow elemental analysis on 
a small scale as the interface of the tantalum metal and the dielectric, where oxygen migration could 
occur. Therefore, the impact of oxygen migration on the degradation of the samples could not be 
identified. 
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Figure 29: Crystallization site observed on virgin 
sample from manufacturer A. 

 

Figure 30: Numerous crystallization sites 
restricted to small area on failed sample from 

manufacturer B. 

2.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes often experience concurrent temperature and 
voltage stresses in their actual usage conditions, which have both been identified to be critical for 
tantalum capacitor degradation. The relevant failure modes and mechanisms due to simultaneous 
exposure to voltage and temperature cycling stresses have not previously been the subject of a 
systematic study. The robustness of two competing tantalum capacitor designs to voltages up to 3 x VR 
while temperature cycling between -55°C to +125°C was assessed. Both populations showed a similar 
number of failures with 7 of 10 samples of manufacturer A and 8 of 10 samples from manufacturer B. 
Leakage current was the most sensitive parameter related to the degradation of the parts, while the other 
parameters did not indicate degradation. Thus, a failure criterion based on leakage current should be 
used in life testing of tantalum capacitors. 
Failure analysis confirmed that the stress conditions affected the dielectric layer. The observed failure 
mechanisms were consistent with the failure mechanisms that were identified in previous studies at 
lower stress levels, which confirmed that the highly accelerated stress conditions did not introduce new 
failure mechanisms. Increased densities of field crystallization sites were observed on the dielectric 
surfaces of failed samples. While micro-cracking due to thermo-mechanical stresses was not observed, 
oxygen migration cannot be rejected as another possible failure mechanism. Inspection of decapsulated 
samples indicated higher dielectric thicknesses of parts from manufacturer B. However, analysis of the 
dielectric thicknesses revealed a dielectric thickness gradient between external surfaces and the center of 
the tantalum pellets. In the center of the tantalum pellets, parts from manufacturer A had higher 
dielectric thicknesses than parts from manufacturer B, which might result in a lower life performance of 
manufacturer B parts, but degradation of the parts depended on other factors such as impurities and 

Crystallization 
site in unstressed 
sample 
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oxygen distribution within the dielectric material, as well. The dielectric thickness gradient also suggests 
that failure sites may be concentrated at the center of the pellets, where dielectric thicknesses are 
significantly lower than in the peripheral regions. 
Temperature cycling and voltage stress are usually inevitable conditions under which tantalum 
capacitors operate in their applications. Since both types of stresses are critical for the degradation of the 
thermodynamically unstable dielectric, a thorough understanding of the effects of these stresses on the 
reliability of solid tantalum capacitors is necessary to develop qualification and screening tests that 
address reliability risks experienced in the field. The results have shown that the highly accelerated 
stress conditions in this test did not lead to new or unknown failure mechanisms. We showed that 
voltage stress acceleration can be as high as three times the rated voltage, depending on the capacitor 
type. This can lead to shorter qualification or screening test times as compared to the standard 
qualification test time of 2000 h of the Weibull grading test. Further, the effects of thermo-mechanical 
stresses due to temperature cycling in this experiment remained insignificant, suggesting that a larger 
range of temperatures might be appropriate for qualification tests designed for high temperature 
applications that address reliability risks in temperature cycling conditions. 
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2.5 RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK 

The motivation of this study was not to obtain exhaustive data for statistical analysis, which led to 
limited sample size in this experiment. In addition to confirming with failure analysis in this study that 
the step-stress testing method, compared to constant stress testing, does not introduce any other failure 
mechanism, it could be beneficial to conduct a constant stress reliability study with a larger sample sizes 
to allow statistical comparison of this approach to traditional methods of life testing. 

2.6 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The study described in the thesis examined the effect of simultaneous thermo-mechanical and electrical 
stresses on tantalum capacitors with manganese dioxide cathodes. The objective was to identify the 
dominant failure mechanism due to these stress conditions. 
The contributions were as follows: 

• Identified the dominant failure mechanism of simultaneous exposure to temperature cycling and 

voltage stress. Field crystallization was identified as the primary failure mechanism. 

• Identified that the dielectric thickness on the tantalum pellet surface is not a reliable indicator of 

quality control. Significant differences of the dielectric thickness between the center and 

peripheral area of the tantalum pellet were observed. This suggests that the consideration of the 

dielectric thickness in the center of the tantalum pellet has to be considered as a potential failure 

site in weak populations. 
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